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Abstract: Quality in software is always an important and forever an "in vogue" topic, 
especially if we talk about complex distributed IT systems.  In the context of the software 
quality, reliability of the software is a fundamental aspect. If we are talking about critical 
software solutions, we may not imagine any failure in the software, we may not imagine that 
some data has been lost or some operation has been done in the wrong way. In this context 
an important feature that should be build in the software is the audit capabilities of the 
software. Any application that adheres to a certain quality level must implement a solid audit 
module in order to be compliant with modern standards. There is no way to prove that the 
software operates in the right way except auditing the important actions executed by the 
software. The aim of this paper is to define the requirements for auditing and to propose a 
solution for implementing them in a software system.  The paper starts from the description of 
the requirements for audit, goes on with a presentation of original concepts in the field and 
presents in the end the practical approach for implementation of the solution in a real software 
system. 
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1. Introduction 

 
The audit module of a Software System provides the means to record all actions 

performed both by the direct users of the system and by the system itself. A complete audit 
system must record not only the actions that were performed, but also the states of the 
objects affected by those actions. All the information is stored in a chronological way, so 
tracking and rollback are always possible on system object states. The audit module is a vital 
part of reliability and security the system as it provides the information regarding all the 
actions and modifications performed on objects in a structured manner, unlike logging.  

From the audit point of view, an action is defined as a specific piece of functionality 
of the software system. Execution of an action implies some kind of processing or a 
transformation to be applied on a dataset. An object will be defined as a set of attributes, 
where an attribute is a unique name-value pair. 
 

 
2. Audit requirements 
 
 

There are two types of requirements for an audit module. The first type is 
represented by the functionality requirements. Any audit module should implement the 
following minimum requirements: 

- Record actions performed trough the system 
- Record object states 
- Provide means to retrieve audit data 
- Provide means to track the history of an object 
- Provide means to detect any external change of data 

Along with these functional requirements there are some security related requirements: 
- Audit data must be stored in a secure manner 
- Continuous audit must be assured, no gaps allowed 
- Compliancy and integration with standards 

In the following section each requirement will be discussed for a better 
understanding. 

Record actions performed trough the system represents the base feature for an 
audit module. This requirement is implemented even in the simplest logging systems. 
However, if with the logging systems (used mostly for debugging) there isn’t a universal 
format, for an audit system the information recorded should be consistent. This requirement 
raises a challenge for application architects as it usually require a common point for all 
actions performed by the users, or by the system itself. This common point can be defined as 
a dispatcher. A well-designed application usually contains such a dispatcher, used also as 
main authorization point.  

In order to be able to have a history tracking feature and a rollback option for a 
software system, the audit module must record all object states. When an object is 
modified by an action there are usually three states to be recorded: initial state (OBJ_PRE), 
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ideal state (OBJ_IDEAL) and result state (OBJ_RES). The initial state represents the state of 
the object before the operation is performed. The ideal state is the final state of the object if 
the operation is successful. The result state is the final state of the object, regardless of the 
result of the operation. This document is assuming that the operations, like in real world, can 
have tree outcomes: successful, failed or partially successful. 

At all times the audit module must provide means to retrieve audit data. A user 
of the software system, having the necessary authorization must be able at any time to query 
the audit module for information regarding actions and objects. 

The audit module must also provide means to track the history of an object. 
This implies searching all the saved states and actions related to a specific object, and build 
a chronological report based on the obtained data-set. 

The audit should provide means to detect external changes of data. The data 
managed by the software systems is usually stored in a data base or in other information 
repository. This means that if someone has access direct to this repository may change 
directly the information. It is practical impossible to audit these operations as long as they 
may not be intercepted by our audit system, but the audit module should detect if such a 
“break” appears. 

The most important security requirement for an audit module is to store the audit 
data in a secure manner. The audit module must guarantee that only authorized users 
can access the information stored. Also, no external modification on the audit data must be 
permitted. In this way the audit data will be authentic. 

Continuous audit must be assured. During the whole life cycle of the application 
objects a full audit must be maintained.  The audit module can allow no gaps in the 
chronological line.  
 

 
3. Architecture 
 

There are two solutions for implementing an audit module:  
- First one uses hooks to integrate in an given application, intercepting the strategic 

calls, also known as an external audit system;  
- The second one provides a set of interfaces and relies on the application to explicit 

invoke audit methods, also known as an internal audit system. 
Even if this article focuses on the last approach, we may consider this model as a 

base for implementation of the first approach.  One aspect that has been considered by us in 
the future is migration from the second approach to the first approach using the 
ideas/concepts from aspect programming. Nevertheless this would be the subject addressed 
by further work.  

In this section is presented the high-level architecture on an audit system. Each sub-
module will be presented in detail later in this article. The diagram will show the main 
interfaces of the audit module and also the relations between sub-modules.  
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Figure 1. Audit Module Architecture Diagram 

 
The audit module will record two types of information: 

• Action execution: the user U has executed the action A at time T. Along with this 
basic information, that should identify an action type audit entry, some other details 
need to be recorded: context in witch the action was executed (network information, 
application information), a possible reason or description for the action and the 
outcome of the action (successful, failed or partially successful). 

• Object modification: if an object is modified at some point, regardless of the 
initiator of the modification (a user, a batch job, another application), three states of 
the object must be recorded as defined in the previous section. There are cases when 
not all three states are relevant, for example if an object is created or deleted. In 
those cases the OBJ_PRE and the OBJ_RES states will be empty. 
For a better understanding of the audit sub-modules, the following section will 

describe in more detail the functionality for each: 
• Audit interface –This interface is providing the methods for recording an action 

execution or an object change. The application’s main dispatcher will basically use 
this interface. As presented at the beginning of this section, this article is assuming 
that the audit module will be developed as a part of the software system. 
Considering this approach, an explicit call to the audit module will be required for 
recording and action execution or the modification of an object. Considering that all 
kinds of actions and objects in the application must be recorded, this interface must 
be flexible enough to cope with this requirement. 

• Reporting interface – This interface will expose the reporting functionality provided 
by the audit module. In production systems the quantity of data stored and managed 
by the audit module will be huge. Usually the main problem in audit reporting is 
filtering the relevant data from the whole amount of recordings. The audit module 
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must be able to generate reports based on all kind or criteria: all actions for a 
specific user, history of a specific object, and so on. This interface will also provide 
the means to retrieve the differences in object states at some given times. 

• Action audit sub-module – implements the audit interface, providing the methods 
for recording action related events. Information about the user that executes the 
action and the outcome of the action will be added to the recording at this level. 

• Object audit sub-module – implements the persistence related business for the 
objects before and after a modification is performed on the object. Two methods will 
be implemented at this level: auditBefore(operation,OBJ_PRE,OBJ_IDEAL) and 
auditAfter(operation,OBJ_IDEAL,OBJ_REAL). As another responsibility for this sub-
module we can mention the possibility of data encryption/decryption for stored 
objects. We must consider a sever performance penalty because of this requirement. 
This must be considered from the design stage because may affect considerably the 
reporting feature. . 

• Tracking sub-module – this module will implement the standard queries to retrieve 
the most relevant information. Along with this standard reports this module must be 
able to perform user defined, custom, queries and reports.  

• Diff sub-module – for a specific object this module will be able to identify and 
report the differences between two states of the object at given moments in time. 
This module will be responsible for retrieving and comparing the object states. 

• Initialization and configuration sub-module – An important part of an audit 
system is the configuration and initialization section. A tight integration is required 
with the host operating system for performance and standard compliance reasons 
and so a strong initialization and configuration module is required. This module will 
manage the credentials for secure connections to the storage systems and will 
implement all the high-availability features for the audit subsystem. Also, as only 
some types or objects and only a subset of actions are relevant for being recorded, 
the configuration module will provide action and object filtering configuration. This 
module is also responsible to create the database structure use for auditing using the 
information stored in configuration files (e.g. xml files), information that defines the 
structure (metadata) of the auditable object.  

 

4. Recording format 
 

This section will define the format required to record actions and objects in the 
storage system. 

Action record format – The following attributes define the format for action type 
records: 

• actionID – the unique identifier for the action performed. 
• actionType – in data management application there are three main 

operation types: new – creation of a new object, update – modification of an 
existing object, delete – terminate the life-cycle of an object. 

• timestampStart – start time for action execution. 
• timestampEnd – end time for action execution. 
• auditSrcID – the source module identifier that requested the audit 

operation.  
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• userID – the unique identifier of the user that performed the action. 
• subjectID – the unique identifier of the process or task that requested the 

audit recording. 
• result – the actual result of the action execution. 
• description – description of the action. 
• dynamicAttributes – For greater flexibility a dynamic map of attributes can 

be specified for some actions. This map will contain name-value pairs with 
action specific data. 

Object record format – Along with actions auditing, related objects would be 
recorded with a different format. In real-life applications, objects can become quite complex. 
This record format should be flexible enough to allow saving all kinds of objects. For each 
object modification three records will be saved: 

• Initial state – OBJ_PRE – This is the state of the object just before the 
operation is executed. The upper level will retrieve the original object state 
before the operation is executed. This record will be empty only if the 
operation executed is of type „new”. 

• Ideal state – OBJ_IDEAL – represents the ideal state. This should be 
identical to result state if the operation is successful and identical to initial 
state if the operation fails. 

• Result state – OBJ_REAL – represents the result state of the object. This 
state will be empty only if the operation executed is of type „delete” and is 
successful. 

For implementing this model, each object should have a formal description 
available. Objects can be implemented as lists of attributes, where each attribute has the 
following metadata: 

- data-type description  
- persistence-type description 
- value (or multiple values) 

Considering these assumptions the format is as following: 
• objectID – unique identifier for the object. 
• objectType – type of the object. This will be the link to the data-type 

description. 
• objectVersion – version number. Incremented after each operation. 
• globalChangedNumber – a global change log number.  
• objectData – multiple fields, name-value pairs. 

 

5. Workflow diagram 
 

The following diagram describes the main workflow for the audit module, for a 
single operation or for a group of operations. 

The audit process can be divided as a sequence of steps, linked together as in the 
workflow diagram above. From a high level view the audit of one single operation suppose: 
the audit initiation, execution of the operation and finish the audit. As a continuous audit 
chronological line must be assured the audit transaction concept will be used during 
implementation. The transaction facilitates the recording of operations data even in the case 
of system breakdown and restart. 
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Figure 1. Audit Module Workflow Diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Audit Module Workflow Diagram 
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4. In case the operation that is going to be performed is a modification of the object, 
the ideal state is recorded – that is the state of the object which is expected after the 
operation is executed. 

5. At this point the caller should notify the audit module that the execution of the 
operation will start. The operation start timestamp is recorded. 

6. Operation execution. 
7. The operation end timestamp is recorded. The obtained object state (for object 

modification operations) is recorded. The operation result is also recorded. 
8. The operation audit is ended. 
9. In case a group of operations are audited, the steps 2-8 are repeated for each single 

operation from the group. 
10. The audit transaction is committed. 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

The Audit module of one application keeps a “picture” of the full history of the 
system life. This recorded information may be used at any point in time to analyze and 
understand system failures, problems or states, to check the reliability of the system and to 
assure the application is working and conforming to certain quality standards. It provides a 
systematic measurable technical assessment of the application. Worldwide companies 
consider the audit of the systems they use a mission-critical function. The current paper 
intended to offer a practical approach for implementing such a module covering most of the 
features requested by a real world application.  The solution proposed has not been only 
presented as a concept but additional has been successfully validated in different distributed 
applications (n’tier systems, web applications). Nevertheless we may consider that the 
approach presented may also be improved in the following areas: improve the usability of 
the module (the developer should integrate the module easier), ensure a high level 
availability and performance of the audit module. These will be the subject of further 
research and further practical implementations. 
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